Part 1: Speaking – max 24 points
your performance has been evaluated prior to the date of this written examination

Part 2: Listening – max 26 points (2 points each) — #1-13

Part 3: Reading – max 30 points (2 points each) – #14-28

Part 4a and 4b: Read to Write – max 20 points

Part 2

A  1. _____  4. _____  7. _____  
  2. _____  5. _____  8. _____  
  3. _____  6. _____  

B  9. _____  12. _____  
   10. _____  13. _____

Part 2 CREDITS _____

Part 3

A  14. _____  
   15. _____  20. _____  25. _____
   17. _____  22. _____  27. _____
   18. _____  23. _____  28. _____

Part 3 CREDITS _____
Part 4a—Question #29

Raw Score (Sum of scores for the four dimensions of the writing rubric for this question)

 Converted Score (Credit for this question from Conversion Chart) Max Credit=10
Part 4b—Question #

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Raw Score (Sum of scores for the four dimensions of the writing rubric for this question) [ ]

Converted Score (Credit for this question from Conversion Chart) Max Credit=10 [ ]

Part 4 Credit (Add Converted Scores for both questions (4a+4b)) [ ] Max total credit=20

I do hereby affirm, at the close of this examination, that I had no unlawful knowledge of the questions or answers prior to the examination and that I have neither given nor received assistance in answering any of the questions during the examination.

Signature ____________________________________________